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Middletown Today
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

Much has been made about rounding the corner with COVID-19.
It’s hard after the past couple weeks not to agree. Recently, the town teamed up with the City of Newport
to deliver 440 vaccinations through the “Southern Aquidneck Island Vaccination Center” on the Community College of Rhode Island campus on John H. Chafee Boulevard.
By the time this newsletter hits the streets, the vaccination center should be operational to serve our
most vulnerable 75 and older populations.
Importantly, pharmacies like CVS and Walgreens and the state Department of Health are now administering the vaccine, a critical component in the COVID-19 solution. As time passes, more doses will be
available, opening the door for everyone to have an opportunity to get vaccinated. It seems all that’s
holding us back is the limited number of doses freed up by the federal government.
To make sure you stay up to date on the latest information, visit https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/
VaccineMiddletown online. For those who’d rather speak with someone directly, try the Middletown
Emergency Operations Center daily from 8 am to 5 pm at 401–842-6565 or MiddletownEOC
@MiddletownRI.com via email.
The one thing we ask from you and everyone is patience, This is truly an unprecedented effort by the
town on an everchanging playing field and the more time we spend resolving conflicts, the less we’re able
to focus on the task at hand.
As we’ve shown as a community in the past, no matter the obstacle, if we stick together, we’ll get through
this and everything will be back to “normal” before we realize it. Make us proud. Make us Middletown.
Regards,
Shawn J. Brown
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT: RITA LAVOIE
For as long as she can remember, Rita Lavoie has loved
maps.
Aerial maps, topography maps, boundary maps, digital
maps, there’s something about them that has always
brought wonder and awe.
Lavoie has taken that interest and made it a career as
the Principal Planner and Geographic Information System Manager for the town of Middletown.
Now, every day she gets to work with maps and helps
plot the future of the community one parcel at a time.

“Planning is always about looking longer
term on the horizon,” Lavoie said. “One
of the major tools we have to help shape
that future is our comprehensive plan,
which is a 20-year document and it’s exciting to use that document and our other tools to make Middletown what we’d
like it to be.”
Lavoie is a 2007 graduate from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst with a
bachelor’s of science in environmental
science. She went onto earn her master’s
in environmental science as well as graduate certificates in community planning,
GIS and remote sensing from the University of Rhode Island in 2017.
In between, Lavoie’s resume shows an interesting and
varied background. From working as a fellow for the
Metcalf Institute for Marine and Environmental Reporting to serving as a regional coordinator for Recreational Equipment Inc. and a naturalist educator for
the Audubon Society of Rhode Island among other positions, Lavoie has deep, rich experience with planning
and the world around her.
In her free time, Lavoie is also an accomplished rock
climber and hiker. Currently, she’s section hiking
Rhode Island’s “North-South” trail and is working on
joining the Appalachian Mountain Club’s “4,000-Footer
Club” by hiking each of the 48 mountains in New
Hampshire that are 4,000 feet.
When she’s on the clock for the town, she’s usually in
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her upstairs office in Town Hall that she shares with
her boss Town Planner Ronald Wolanski.

Lavoie handles everything from calls about the
latest subdivision application to the ins and outs
of the GIS mapping system, all with an easygoing
manner and quick smile.
“The fun part of the job is working with the public
and our boards,” Lavoie said. “They’re so interested in learning more and so much of what we do
here is customer service driven.”
As she works the keyboard and mouse to her computer, Lavoie said it’s rare for a day to go by without using the GIS network.
“As a kid, we had this car atlas
and I was always studying it,
learning from it,” Lavoie said
laughing. “Now, I’ve graduated
from that car atlas to our GIS
system, which is so powerful.
It’s so rich with the data it provides and you can do so much
interesting analysis with it.”
One particularly cool aspect of
the GIS network is the historical images it maintains online
dating to the 1930s.
“I love looking at the overhead
satellite images,” Lavoie said.
“The state has done an excellent job acquiring images and pushing them out for the public and it’s
really useful to see how things have developed
over the years. If you compare some of the images,
the difference is amazing.”
Asked what she’s most proud of during her time
with the town, Lavoie said besides helping people
was playing a major role in securing $3.5 million
in grant money for the community.
“Rita is an asset to the town,” Wolanski said. “Her
GIS skills are extremely valuable, as is her ability
to assist the Planning Board and other town committees with initiatives they are working on. She is
also always very helpful in assisting applicants
and the public to understand the development review processes, and working with applicants
throughout the approval process.”

FAMILY-FRIENDLY BEACHES FOR MIDDLETOWN
It looks like Middletown residents will have their
family-friendly beaches a second straight summer.

•Keeping seasonal passes at $70 for residents, $65
for seniors and $30 for motorcycles compared to
$140 for nonresidents, $130 for nonresident seniors and $60 for nonresident motorcycles.

At a recent meeting, the Town Council did not
make any decisions on the handling of the summer
of 2021 at Second and Third beaches.

•Not having the second “free” sticker for residents
to create more parking opportunities.

But based on the tenor of the discussions, there
was momentum to gear both beaches to local residents – even if there’s slippage with revenues.

•Going “cashless” with all seasonal and daily parking sales.

At the end of the discussion, Town Administrator
Shawn J. Brown was
asked to report back to
the council, which would
resolve the matter this
month.

•Selling seasonal parking passes online and at the
gazebo at Hanging
Rock and Sachuest
Point roads.
•Continuing COVID19 distancing and
safety protocols for
safety.

“We’re all rowing in the
same direction and we
all have the same desires,” council President
Robert J. Sylvia said. “I
think the most important desire is that
this is a Middletown
beach, we try to make it
as Middletown friendly
as possible. This is our
residents’ beach. This
isn’t a commercial beach. This isn’t Six Flags. This
isn’t someplace like Coney Island, where we’re
bringing people in, where we’re soliciting people
to come in. This is a family beach and I think last
year proved it out.”

Beach Commission
Chairwoman Charlene A. Rose-Cirillo
applauded keeping
the beaches open
for residents first.
While she was in
favor of some seasonal sticker cash
sales, she was against restoring the daily parking
rate.
“I am totally against daily sales this year,” RoseCirillo said. “We’re still in COVID. We did well last
year. We were able to maintain the crowds, the
parking, etc. and I just think if we open up the daily sales again this year, we’re going to go back into
a hornets’ nest like we’ve had over the years.”

Leading into tonight’s session, Brown and town
staff met with the Beach Commission and other
players to get input. They said feedback was positive and welcomed the idea of making Middletown’s beaches family friendly again.

It’s not uncommon for the beaches to be the subject of local discussion, even when the temperatures are barely above freezing. The 2021 season
is no different, especially with the changes brought
on last summer in response to COVID-19.

Among the goals for the beaches in 2021included:
•Prioritizing resident access.
•Making all of Third Beach “residents only” and
half the Second Beach parking lot for residents.

Those moves were applauded by most property
owners, who said they finally had their beaches
back. They commended town officials for coming
up with a plan that gives locals preference for
parking and access to both beaches.

•Having one traffic lane into the Second Beach
main lot for “residents only,” with the other lane
for all other transactions.
•Restoring the daily parking fee at $20 for weekdays and $30 for weekends and holidays.
•Promoting family nights and an end of season
fireworks display to boost community spirit.
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To view Brown’s report, visit https://
clerkshq.com/Content/Attachments/Middletownri/210104_14.pdf?clientSite=Middletown-rionline.

MIDDLETOWN GAMEPLANS
FOR THE FUTURE
Whether times are good or rough, it never hurts to
plan.
Following that age old wisdom, the Town Council
met recently to discuss the future of Middletown
over the next couple years – and beyond.
Among the items broached included bringing back
the public forum portion of the council meetings to
redeveloping the West Main Road corridor between
Coddington Highway and Valley Road as well as adding senior and family affordable housing.
No decisions were made during the free-flowing session, with council members agreeing to mull the list
of about three dozen items and set priorities to
make public in the next few weeks.
“Our town government has done an exceptional job
over the years preserving what makes Middletown
special, but there is more work to be done,” council
President Robert J. Sylvia said. “We have special projects in the pipeline and I hope, it’s my intention
with tonight’s meeting, will help focus our town’s
initiatives and resources.
“I think this is especially important during these financially challenging times, while we continue to
navigate through COVID-19. More than ever, we
need a committed, high-functioning council that is
working as a team.”
In the past as part of its planning, the council held
similar strategy sessions. Sometimes, the meeting
was led by a third-party ambassador or done offsite
in a retreat style format.
Among the ideas suggested
included:
“To establish a taskforce of
stakeholders from both sides
of the table to come up with
ordinance enforcement solutions for the short-term rentals, the noise, the parking,
the dogs on the beach and
the trash,” Councilwoman
Terri Flynn said. “The last
council stated that the next council would address
this and that’s a promise that should be kept.”
“I certainly want to get our senior housing shovel in 4
the ground, but I’d also like to see some family housing opportunities and tax incentives opportunities

for families to come into the town,” Sylvia said.
“I’m not anti-development at all, but I think we
need a comprehensive review of our zoning ordinances,” Vice President Paul M. Rodrigues said.
“For example, I don’t think we need ‘X’ amount of
gas stations within a quarter of a mile or a mile
stretch. I think we need to slow things down here.
I think one of the ways to help keep Middletown
affordable is to slow it down as far as development.”
“I would like to see the senior housing,” Councilwoman M. Theresa Santos said. “We’ve been on it
for so long...If this (proposal at the former Berkeley-Peckham School) isn’t going to be completed,
let’s look for another building. I’m sure there
maybe something out there that doesn’t have to
be so renovated. Let’s look. Let’s get this completed.”
“My No. 1 is going to be education and it’s going
to be in regards to trying to form that department
within the town like the lieutenant governor did
up in Cumberland...” Councilman Dennis Turano
said. “I’d like to see more energy and resources
put into that (career pathways) area to offer to
our students today, so they can get tutoring, they
can get further education if their kid is falling behind, that we have a service the town offers and
finances, gets the community involved to help
these children who’ve fallen behind.”
“Most important to me is the West Side Master
Plan,” Councilwoman Barbara VonVillas said. “It
was developed in 2006 in anticipation of the
town acquiring the Navy Land. We’ve acquired it
and 12 years later, we’ve done
nothing. The West Side property
represents a tremendous opportunity to rebuild the town’s
economy as well as revitalize the
whole west side road corridor,
not to mention address affordable housing issues with mixed
use zoning.”
“I would like to see the public
forum brought back into the mix
at our regular meetings,” Councilman Thomas Welch said. “I realize that COVID
threw a curveball into that, but if I can figure out
how to make it (Zoom-based meetings) work, I’m
sure the public can too and I always felt that was
an important way to interact with us and I’d like
to see it come back.”

WHERE DOES MY TAX DOLLAR GO?
It’s not uncommon to hear people say they’re not
sure where their tax money goes.
The town of Middletown knows, right down to the
last cent — and so should you.
As town staff continues to work on the proposed
budgets for fiscal 2022 and 2023, it might be helpful
to review where tax dollars went in the current fiscal
2021 budget to provide insight on where the numbers might be heading over the next couple years.
“We always talk about transparency and this is another way we’re trying to make sure everyone is
aware of what we’re doing with their money,” Town Administrator Shawn J. Brown said. “With COVID-19 here,
we’re busier than ever before, but that doesn’t mean this
outreach and education is any less important.”
According to numbers compiled by the town’s Finance
Department, the tax levy collected from homeowners,
businesses and other sources for Middletown in fiscal
2021 was $46,231,777.
Of that total, $26,929,007 was designated for the schools
and public education, or 58 cents of every tax dollar.
Next up was public safety for fire, police and related
emergency expenditures which accounted for
$5,842,693, or 13 cents of every tax dollar.
That was followed by non-department specific obligations like pension, post-employment benefits, insurance
and transfers to other funds. This was $3,863,800, or 8
cents of every tax dollar.
From there, the town’s capital expenditures account was
$2,570,236, or 6 cents on every tax dollar. Of that total,
School Department projects received 87 percent of the
money, or $2,236,105, with town projects receiving the
remaining 13 percent at $334,131.
The town’s debt service to pay off borrowing was
$2,234,976, or 5 cents on every tax dollar. Then came
general government accounts for the administration, finance, tax assessment, tax collections, town clerk, information technology, planning, building, zoning and facilities operations at $2,169,821, also at 5 cents on every
tax dollar.
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Last but not least were public works at $1,417,095,
and community focused services like the Middletown Public Library, Middletown Senior Center,
Middletown Prevention Coalition, grants and civic
support at $1,204,149. Both budgets clock in at 3
cents on every tax dollar.
Brown said while it might seem like a lot of money,
the town tries wherever possible to keep costs
down while bringing in new revenues.
“During budget season, we as a staff and then the
council go through the budget line by line to see if
there are places we can save and do better,” Brown
said. “We don’t just throw money at things. There’s
always a careful, deliberate discussion about what
we’re doing, something that the (Town) Council encourages rightly at every opportunity.”
And with the COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting
problems, Brown said that effort has been redoubled. The town has a freeze currently on all nonessential expenditures and is constantly reviewing
where additional savings might be possible.
“Everyone here (with the town) understands what’s
happening out there,” Brown said. “The town wants
to do everything it can to help our residents and
businesses while still offering the same services
people have come to expect.”

RUNWAY SHORTENING IN THE AIR AT NEWPORT STATE AIRPORT
Runway 4 at the Newport State Airport looks like it
could be shortened close to 500 feet.
Recently, Rhode Island Airport Corp. officials said
the southern end of the runway might be reduced by
499 feet to about 2,500 feet as soon as this year.
Porter said during an airport planning meeting the
move was necessary because the quasi-state agency
was unable to secure permissions from private landowners to eliminate airspace obstructions coming
into the airport.
Several homes and tall trees outside the fence line of
the 223-acre airport by Forest Avenue are in the area, particularly one large “hazard” in the middle of
the Runway 4 approach.
RIAC plans showed the northern end of the runway
– No. 22 – would be untouched. The same was true
for the west-east runway 16/34 during this stage of
proposed runway reductions.

“This (runway displacement) issue is now about to
impact Newport...” RIAC Senior Vice President and
Chief Infrastructure Officer Christine Vitt said. “The
time is here.”
However, Vitt indicated the move might not be permanent. One work around was changing state law to
compel the removal of such obstructions.
According to a RIAC presentation, the town of Middletown and city of Warwick are the lone two agencies that have opposed the “Preservation of Safe Airspace” bill that would clear the way for that action.

RIAC said one of the charter companies that flies
larger planes into Newport – or the Col. Robert F.
Wood Airpark – and 2,500 feet was the shortest the
runway could be or they’d have to go elsewhere.
In the future, Vitt said if RIAC is unable to secure
permission to remove obstructions off the 16/34
runway, more reductions might be in store.
Because RIAC is at the risk of losing federal aviation
funding, there was immediacy to Runway 4.
RIAC said there were about 1,800 obstructions
around the state’s six general aviation airports: TF
Green in Warwick, Block Island, North Central,
Quonset and Westerly. In coming months, RIAC will
be working to secure voluntary obstruction removals around those facilities.
According to RIAC figures, there were approximately 11,000 flights a year in and out of the Newport
State Airport. That’s about half the number cited a

couple years back during similar informational
meetings.
RIAC officials explained there were three goals of
the discussion: to review the existing general aviation strategic business plan, to outline the challenges and opportunities for Newport State Airport and
get input from airport users and others.
The strategic plan also spells out the condition of
the buildings, infrastructure and pavement at the
airport as well as an analysis of the airspace and a
business and financial plan.

Several airport users raised concerns with the runway reduction plan, saying it would impact flyers,
particularly those with larger planes.

Throughout, RIAC officials encouraged airport users
– and everyone else – to provide input about the airport
at
GAstrategicbusinessplan@pvdairport.comvia email.

Pilot Guillaume de Ramel said the potential loss of 6
visual aids and approaches into the airport was
troubling and could create even more dangers flying
into the airport, particularly at night.

“We’re looking at a 10-year plan here,” Vitt said.
“For the next decade, what would you like to see and
not see here at Newport?”

MAIDFORD RIVER MAINTENANCE
During rainstorms, the Maidford River can be a problem.
That’s when the north-south flowing stream on the
east side of town can become a monster and run over
its banks, particularly along Berkeley Avenue.
Not only does this flooding make it difficult for cars
and pedestrians to pass, but the water can undermine
the roadbed and limits emergency vehicle access of emergency vehicles, among other
concerns.
Aware of these issues, the Maidford River Restoration Project
Team is trying to come up with
fixes that work for everyone
without costing much money.
“It doesn’t take a whole lot of
rain for the Maidford River to
flow outside of its channel,”
Southern New England Network
Partners consultant Elizabeth
Scott said. “It floods local roads
and lawns and fields and obviously, it creates lots of problems in doing so...The river
is very flashy in wet weather, meaning it can go from
very low flow to really a torrent of water flowing
downstream and it happens very quickly.”
Recently, the restoration group briefed the Town
Council about its work to date and concepts for addressing the ongoing concerns.
The driving force behind the restoration project actually doesn’t seem to have much to do with road bases,
flooding or emergency vehicle access.

As part of the multistep plan, Scott said eliminating
flooding will go to great lengths to improve water
quality. Work discussed includes digging out a portion of the Maidford, replace a culvert in the area,
raise part of Berkeley Avenue by two feet and create temporary floodplain storage.
“It’s like a small river, an almost a nonexistent river
at some times of the year, but it really has an outsize impact on sensitive natural resources,” Scott said.
“In particular, the greatest
concern of all of that, is contribution to degraded water
quality in Nelson Pond and
Gardiner reservoir.”
In response, council members said everyone on the
seven-member board places
a priority on clean drinking
water. Still, some wondered
if expanding the scope of the
group’s work might yield
better – and potentially less
costly – results.
Early in the presentation, Scott said her group’s
work was confined to the Maidford where it cuts
under Berkeley Avenue to the intersection with
Green End Avenue. Councilman Thomas Welch
questioned whether it might make sense to address
the flooding closer to the source of the Maidford,
near where the Newport National Golf Club is looking for water for irrigation.

It’s actually something most people here don’t have to
think about on a daily basis like other parts of the
country — water quality.

Others said they’d have a difficult time committing
to the project now without knowing the scope of the
work and price tag. Scott and Town Administrator
Shawn J. Brown said those numbers weren’t available because the planning isn’t done yet.

And Scott said if Middletown doesn’t do something, it
might make what seems like a backwater problem a
costly front-burner one soon.

They noted Middletown wouldn’t be on the hook for
the entire cost and grant money and non-tax funding sources would offset anticipated costs.

“There’s a number of financing vehicles, instruments that are used in other parts of the country
and we have an opportunity to really be one of the
first to communities in Rhode Island to access
those, things where people are looking to make inScott said poor water quality in the Maidford hurts
vestment because they need environmental credits
wildlife like the saltmarsh sparrow in Sachuest Marsh 7 for other operations they have in other communias well as shellfishing at Third Beach, where it empties,” Brown said. “This is a real opportunity to
ties north of the Third Beach boat ramp.
bring in those outside dollars that have a direct benefit to the town of Middletown.”
She said the Maidford starts in the area of Newport
Vineyards and feeds Nelson and Gardiner ponds, both
part of the Newport reservoir system, the main source
of public drinking water.

MAILING INFO
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